[Staged bilateral upper lobectomy of pathologically different synchronous double primary cancer].
A case of double primary lung cancer was reported, one of which was peripheral type of adenocarcinoma of the right lung and the other was central type of squamous cell carcinoma of the left. A 66-year-old male was referred to our hospital on Nov. 2 1991, because a coin lesion at the right S1 was pointed out on chest X-ray. On bronchoscopy, a nodular tumor at the orifice of the left B3 was unexpectedly found. Biopsy of the left B3 tumor and washing cytology of the right B1 led to a diagnosis of left moderately differentiated squamous cell carcinoma (clinical T1N0 M0) and right adenocarcinoma (clinical T1N0M0). A right upper lobectomy was first performed with R2 lymph node dissection on Nov. 25 1991. Post-operatively, it was confirmed that the lesion was histologically poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma of the right S1, and the pathological stage was T2N0M0. Two weeks after the operation, chemotherapy of CDDP, VDS and MMC was given because of suspicion of rapid metastasis to the left hilar lymph nodes. Left upper lobectomy with R2 dissection was performed 7 weeks after the initial operation. Pathological findings showed squamous cell carcinoma originating from B3 with inflammatory lymphadenopathy and pathological evaluation was T1N0M0. He was discharged after an uneventful course of 3 weeks after the second operation. There are many reports that limited operations are recommended for each lesion in double primary lung cancer to reserve the pulmonary function. However, limited interventions cause frequently local metastasis, especially in peripheral type adenocarcinoma more than 3 cm in diameter and central type squamous cell carcinoma with lymph node metastasis.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)